Layout

Consistent styles

Simple

Same style slightly different colours

Do not clutter

Same Transitions

Consistent style

Same Animations

Sprites
Images
Used for the characters

Images
Consistent on each page

Framed

Same sizes and colours

Related to content of the slide

Not clashing with background

Not blurry

Trojans

Interact with sprites

Infect devices

Events and Actions
Programmed actions between
your objects
Program movement, lives.
Score.

When data and files is sent
across the internet they are sent
as 1’s and 0’s

4

2

1

1

0

0

1

1001 = 9 in binary
Made up of 0’s and 1’s

Numbers

Cause damage

Special Characters

Phishing

Sounds

Don’t give out personal details

Can play as part of an event

Don’t meet anyone you don’t know

Make your games more
interesting.

Computers talk to each other
using binary

Rows go across

Sum
If

Cells are the boxes

All data in converted into binary

Format to make it easier to read
Use borders
No bright colours
Add a title

Identity theft

Report anyone you think is suspicious

Child Exploitation online protection (CEOP)

Programming languages

Pseudo Code
Puts tasks in order of completion

Python

i.e. Steps to make a cup of tea

Scratch

Pseudo code is then turned into programming
code

Game maker

Count

C++

Average

BASIC

Spreadsheets

Computer language

Stop bullying
Could cause damage to property and files

=A1+A2

Columns go down

Binary

8

Upper and lowercase letters

E-Safety

Formulas

Encrypting files and documents
Bletchley park code breakers

Password

Not easy to guess

Game Maker

Good quality

Used since WWII

Viruses
Malware

Block sprites
Can be moving or not moving

Power point design

Text

Objects

Coding

Print – display text

Check formulas work
Don’t do the Math's in your head use
a formula

Loop – repeat a task

Used by;

Variable – something that might change

NASA

Input – something that goes into a programme
(Typed)

Microsoft

Output – Something that comes out of a
programme (Displayed on a screen)

Games designers

Apple
Web designers

